L ove j oy Award An n oun cod-Je tte

Vermont Royster, editor emeritus of The Wall
Street Journal, will receive the Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award, presented annually by Colby College to a
member of the newspaper profession who has contributed to the nation's journalistic achievement
As the 24th recipient, he will be honored Thursday,
Dec. 2, at an evening convocation on campus.
In a career spanning forty years, Royster has won
several major awards in journalism. These include a
Pulitzer Prize (1953), the Sigma Delta Chi distinguished
service award (1958), the William Allen "White Award
from the University of Kansas (1971). and the Loeb
Award from the University of California as Los Angeles
for economic writing (1975).
He is a former president of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors and of the National Conference
of Editorial Writers. Royster is author of several
books, his latest being "A Pride of Prejudices," a
collection of essays published by Knopf in 1967.
Joining The Wall Street Journal in 1936, he served
as associate editor and editor from 1958 until his
retirement from executive dunes in 1971.
Royster continues to write a weekly column,
"Thinking Things Over* " for the Journal. In addition,
he is William Rand Kenan Professor of Journalism
and Public Affairs at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
The award at Colby was established in 195 2 to
honor and preserve the memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, an 1826 Colby graduate who is considered,America's
first martyr to freedom of the press. A strong antislavery crusader through his Alton, 111. newspaper,
Lovejoy was killed by a mob in 1837 while defending
his press.

Chai r E s t a b l i s h e d

Editor .emeritus of the Wall Street J ournal, Vermont Royster,_,will receive the
Elijah Pa rish Lovejoy Award at Colby
on Dec. 2. "

Stud ent 's D e m o n s t r a t i o n

Brian Cullen, Colby senior,was among those
arres ted in Seabrook for violating a coiirt order.
He is presently out on bail pending an appeal of
the court 's decision, The follo wing article relates
his impressions of tbe incident. — Ed. note
_¦_¦
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Our representatives depend ultimately on decisions
made in the village square. . ,lo the village square
we must carry the facts of atomic 'energy. Fro m there
must come America 's voice.
• '
-Albert Einstein, 1946
There is a long stretch of time and tide between
Gandhi' s salt marshes in India in 1930 and the salt
marshes of New Hampshire in 1976, but in Seabrook
people are once again joining together in non-violent
rebellion. It is on the clamflats and marshes of this
seaside,community that Public Service Company (PSC)
of New Hampshire plans to construct New England's
largest nuclear generating plant. .
This $2.6.billion project has been resisted vigorously in
tlie courts for the last six yean by groups including
th e Seacoast Anti-Pollu tion League, the New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution and the Audubon
Society. The people of New Hampshire are uniting
to defen d their 18 mile coastline, an area preciou s to
th e strugg ling fishing indu stry (including lobstermen
and clomdiggers) and prized for its beautiful white
san d beaches.
Aristotle Onassia and his proposed oil refinery
was driven out fou r years ago by a referendum vote,
On March 2 of this year, the citizens of Seabrook

to

Arrest

were given th eir first opportunity to m ake known their feelings on the power plant and responded by
voting 768 to 632 against the project Yet Gov.
Meldrim Thompson Jr. and the Pu blic Service Co.
deemed tlie vote as non-binding, "a public opinion
poll,"and decided to proceed as p lanned.
On June 29 the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB) granted P.S.C. a construction permit.
The board split 2-1 in its decision, the first split
vote i_i ASLB history with Dr. Ernest Sale, a marine
biologist strongly dissenting. In his 30 page exp lanation Dr, Sale cited potential hazards to the ocean
eco-system. The proposed Seabrook plant ould require 1 billion gallons of ocean water per day td cool
the reactor. This water would be discharged 40
degrees wanner and containing "low level" radioactivity. In the words of Frank Shants, P.S,C. public
information officer, "Water can be taken in from the
ocean at abou t 65 degrees F and discharged at no more
than 100 degrees F, " This would pose a serious threat
to the adjacent lobster and clam beds.
After the decision to begin construction, groups
in opposition to the proliferation of nuclear power
from all over N ew Englan d, gathered in Rye to form
the Clamshell Alliance. The Alliance recognises nuclear
powet as "a mortal threat to people and the environment. "
As all nuclear fission plan ts, die Seabrook Station
risks great harm to life. The effects of "low-level",
legal emissions of radioac t ivity inclu de increased
(cont. on page 9)

-Wendy Maurice
On September 30, many members and friends of
the Colby community witnessed Professor James
Carpenter as he formally accepted the chair of the
Jette Professorship. The Inaugural event marked the
start of a new tradition. Dr. Carpenter will hold the
chair for the remainder of his tenure at Colby, eventually passing it on to a successor.
Over the years, Dr. Carpenter has been a major
forc e behind the progress of Colby's art department.
A Harvard alumnus, he terminated a brief teaching
career at his alma mater at the opportunity to come to
Colby in 1951. Over the past twenty-five years, he
has helped to bring about a world of innovation and
advancements to Colby 's art department. Dr. Carpenter entered Colby as the sole member of the
department, which had a rustic, unpartitioned Robert's
Loft as a meeting place. Gradually, additional professors
were appointed. The departm ent has continued to
expand under Carpen ter's guidance from 1966 when he
became the director of Bixler Arts Center, to the present
In his opening address, President Strider pointed out
that the firm support and the whole-hearted encouragement of Mr. and Mrs. Ellerton Jette are the key
impetus behind the stupendou s metamorpheses of
the art department during these past years. President
Strider's remark that "one can mark this year as that
of Jette propulsion " pertained to the past quarter
century, as well. The President cited the conviction
that Mr. Jette's solid leadership as Chairman of the
Board from 196 5 to 1970, the period in which Bixler
was just being established , was a chief factor behind
the art program 's ultimate success today.
Mr. and Mrs, Jette have contribu ted three major
collections to the museum: The American Heritage
Collection of Primitives, The American Impressionism
Collection , and a fine collection of major eigh teenth
century portraits. Additionally, the Jettes have
broadened the museum's contacts, igniting the interest
of friends throu ghout New England with the fervor
of their own enthusiasm. Colby owes a great deal to
both the Jettes for their fruitful efforts to fortif y the
program of art at Colby.
Professor Carpenter sealed the Inaugural as a highly
memorable event with his evocative lecture of "The
Artist as Critic and Self-Critic". In a concise fashion,
Carpenter firm ly asserted his theme , keeping within
European bounds. The slant of the lecture was essentiall y that one artist selects from another master's
concepts, revises them and , in many cases, intensifies
them in an ultimate attempt to suit his newly founded
individuality. The professor nead y covered a wide
range of territory, including GotHic architecture,"
Italian Renaissance sculpture, Northern Renaissance
painting, sixteenth century Venetian painting, and
French Impressionism. Dr. Carpenter ended the presen
tation on a characteristicall y sparkling note with a
Cranach portrait that he felt had been "worke d over
rather than reworked" by Picasso.

President Robert Strider has agreed to meet in-

f ormally with all stu dents and faculty who would

like to discuss the gynocologist situation at Colby
College.
This meeting, sp onsored by the Women's Organization , will take plrtce on Monday, Oct. 10, at 7s00PM
in the Dana Lounge.
',
Everyone is urged to attend.

LIT TERS

To tlie Colby Community:
Two years ago at Colby the students started a
movement to increase the Black population in the
ranks of both students and faculty. But looking
around here today there definitely isn't the 10%
of blacks iri either group to reflect America.
The reasoning for this lack of change is threefold
The first lies in the motivation of the white majority
involved. Their cries demanded filling the gap in their
liberal education through providing means to understand Black culture. Little or no concern was for
providing education for Black Americans. It was an
afterthought.
Secondly, the Colby administration has a
reluctance, conscious or unconscious, to hire Black
professors or to enroll Black students. Some of the
reasoning for this is apparent later on.
The third reason extends outside of Colby.
I was wrong in saying above that Colby doesn't reflect
America. Though the numbers aren't exact, attitu des
are mirrored.

What then resulted? We have a coup le of token
Black teachers, no increase in Black students and
several courses in Black History, Literature and Culture.
The administration had satisfied the students'
demand. Courses now provide ample opportunity to
understand the Black experience. The liberal education
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Even within the confines of a small liberal arts
college the red tape flows on and on. The bureaucracy
is alive and well. Example: Two swivel office chairs
mysteriously disappeared from the ECHO office this
summer. Sue Benson requested B & G to provide us
with the two missing chairs. After two weeks there
were still no results. I personally contacted B & G.
The office secretary informed me that swivel office
chairs had to be obtained from the Treasurer's Office
(are those chairs so valu able that they are kept in the
college's vault?) A visit to the Treasurer 's Office
produced expected results. The secretary informed me
that these chairs had to be obtained from B & G.
Fortunately, I ran into someone with scissors sharp
enough to cut through all this tape. One phone call
by Dean Smith in the morning produced the two
.
desired chairs in the afternoon.
me
of
tlie
m
ost
absurd
reminds
This incident
(and I must adm it, certainly the most amusing) runaround that anyone could have ever experienced.
Last spring I had to fill out a form for a national
publication that solicits ads from major corporations
for the ECHO. One of the questions asked was:
"What i. the percentage of minority students enrolled?"
Since I had no idea I figured the logical conclusion
would be to call the Office of Computer Printouts
and Statistical Data, otherwise known as the Registrar 's
Office. The woman in charge of the statistical data th at
contained the desired info happened to be on her midmorning coffee-break so I was referred to Sid Farr's
Office of Career Counselling. His secretary referred
me to the Admission's Office, which in turn referred
me to the Dean's Office. The Dean's Office pu t m e
on hold, sent a secretary from said office across the
hall to the Registrar's Office, obtained the necessary
info , an d finall y solved my problem, Annoyed as I
was I had to laugh.

has been bettered. And with students having stopp ed
complaining, parents can satisfy the administration by
sending money.
Everyone is satisfied but nothing has been accom- .
lished.
The student motives were wrong and thus
p
easily satisfied. The administration was never more
concerned than to quiet the cries of its children.
The problem grows out of underestimating the
Black experience. No white man can fully understand
the trauma of growing up black. But what is meant
by understanding tine black experience is.the overcoming
of prejudice. ,
The only way to overcome prejudice is through
contact. How many have had personal contact with
blacks? Contact not meaning a heavy rap session concern
ing the plight of blacks, but in talking sports, music,
literature, food or playing tennis.
Some may be questioning whether prejudice even
exists. Ask.Earl Butz.' Or the little eight year old next
door who came home from school saying the crossing
lady is a nigger.
Colby is just part of the road of the white kid
from suburbia to the big firm executive office where
they wonder why the blacks are too lazy to leave the
slums.
A working definition of prejudice at Colby is
necessary since the outright descrimination of "I can't
use you, you 're black" is not as prevalent anymore.
Prejudice is evident in any act or word that is, or
would be, altered in the presence of a black man
(Jew, Oriental, etc.).
The most obvious example of such prejudice is
of course the racial joke. The stereotypes that base
these slurs are the main impediment to mutual respect
between the races. Making a conscious effort to stop
these racial slurs is the first step to attaining mutual •
respect among the races.
And k is an effort we can all make. .
Spacetrace

The Colby Environmental Council must be lauded
for their fine efortsin cleaning Johnson Pond. Whypeople throw bottles, trash, and tires into the pond
is beyond me. Likewise, the litter that can be found
around campus is disgusting. A particularly noticeable
problem area ia around the fraternities after parties.
Paper cups are strewn everywhere.
Most of you have probably noticed B & G's latest
additions to the campus. A new bulletin board has
been built at the intersection of 1-94 and Dana Dr.
Also, two new paths now connect 1-94 and Eustis
Ave. These appear .to be needed improvement yet
a few questions are raised in my mind. Will the new
bulletin board be effectively utilized since the older
boards near the Library and the Chapel never w ere?
Will the two new walks be underwater for most of the
spring as.the land on which they were built usually
is or will they simply be coated with ice for-three
months as 1-94 always is.
The Boston Globe reported Wednesday of a
ploy by the Carter camp to put their candidate at
an unfair advantage in the first debate. Their dirty trick , h owever, failed. The plan was to lower the ^
podiums to the point where Carter could Comfortabl y
rest his hands ; Ford, however, is five inches taller than,
the puny, peanut peddler and would have had to crouch
down to reach his. One Carter aid went out and made
the necessary adjustments. Another aid, Carter TV
adyiser Barry Jagoda, who was not advised of the
scheme, saw that they were low and raised them back
to their original height. In doing so he spoiled what
would have been Carta's only advantage. Really,
Jimmy, aren 't we stooping a little too low? ,
Phrases for Ponderance: Wouldn 't it be nice if
Sellers provided ice cubes to complement their
beverages? What happens to the ducks in Johnson
Pond during the winter? Why does WMHB play
"Golden 91" from 6AM to 6PM? Do college students
really enjoy twelve hours of this trash , daily? |
?. ;
-JBD

For t h ose of you who have been calling the

ECHO office for the last two weeks and became
frustrated because no-one-would answer it 's because
our phone was not connected. It is now though, and
we can be reached at ext. 240.

Dear Editor,
We are looking for fellow vegetarian workers.
If you are or would like to be involved in some sort ¦.
of vegetarian action on your campus woukLyou let • '";
. . ' .'
us know.
This fall there will be a network of UNTURKEY
or vegetarian Thanksgiving public "dinners around
the country. Vegetarian Thanksgivings save grain
for some of the 50 million hungry, save, animals
from going terrorized to an unjust death, save humans
from the food poisoning, intestinal cancer, kidney
disease, and other hazards of animal flesh. ,_
The laboratories on your campus, if it is a typ ical
one, are involved in some of the kinds of research
which have happened elsewhere.
E.G.,
At the University of Calif at San Diego, pigs are
forced to run a treadmill till they drop of exhaustion.
At Harvard several years ago, pigs were dropped alive
into 800 degree boiling oil for eventual compilation
an research in The Symposium on Burns. At the
University of Rochester, at Wayne State etc., dogs
were strapped into Blalock Presses and into crash
cars, to see how much pressure could be taken before
bones broke and skulls were crushed.
We are animal liberationists, world hunger activists
and disease fighters. All can be accomplished through
vegetarian work, either on campus or with us. We
work for $5 a. week and room and board. Come
¦'
on aboard.
Sincerely,
Don Wilson, Nellie Shriver, Billy Mick,
' Emma Wood
American Vegetarians
Box 32323 , Washington D.C. 20007
iiiiii.iiii
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All letters should be addressed to Editor , Colby
ECHO , and. should be submitted by 8:0O p. m. on
Monday evenings.
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On Edward H. Turner's desk on the third floor of
Eustis, there is'a cartoon from the New Yorker magazine, two men are looking--at an imposing gentleman
sitting insidela.glass booth in a library^ The caption
reads, ''Unfortunately, to get the Harr^ C> Bea dermine
Memorial Library, we had to take Harry C. Bender; " :"
mine^as well."
. ¦ ¦ ,.. . .' ' ,. "Mr. Turner is Colby 's Vice President for D evelopment and like the men fir the cartoon on his desk,;
will go through almost anything to rake f unds for
Colby. He often .works Saturdays.anoVSundays from
8AM to 7PM and'Spends approximately three days
a week traveling tftyisit prospective donors. It is
a combination:of .'this type*of energy and a certainy
suavity, (he has beeu coiriEiared to Fred Astaire in
his ability to charm the fairer sex) tirairhas helped
Mr7Turner to excel at his diff icult job for the past
twenty .three years.
Part of the reason Mir Turner works so hard at
his job is that he faces probably the most harrowing
deadlines of any profession. On April 27, 1976, the
Charles A. Dana Foundation offered a grant of
$3 00,000 for the renovation of Keyes and Life .
Sciences in conjunctibn with the new science center.
However, if die DevelppriTehtOffice and Mr. Turner
cannot raise $600,000 in new gifts and pledges by
December 15, 1976, the jgrant.will be retracted, and
renovation will cease. The Kresge Foundation offered
a similar grant .of $300,000 for renovation and reconstruction of Keyes and Life Sciences. All Mr. Turner
mu st do is raise the four million dollars needed for ,
the construction of the new science center by November
'l5, 1977 to qualify for tlie grant. :2• -* 2 ;¦
<
^
All these deadlines might lead to a certain tension
in Mr. Turner, and it was-with a feeling of trepidation
that I walked into his office last week. But I found him
to be a relaxed and pleasant man who maintained his
[hel pful attitude even after he had explained the three
major Development programs to me for the second time. '
The first program is called the Annual Fund. Contributions from alumni, parents and corporations amount to
about $ 500,000 a year which goes directly into the
ollege budget. This budget also includes student
ecs, endowments, gifts and the Annual Fund. The
combination of all these Sources has led to a budget
if about ten million dollars for Colby this year.
Phe second program is the Capital Gifts for Construcion and Endowment Campaign. (Mr. Turner's fundaising attempts described earlier fall into this cate;ory.) Colby has run eleven campaigns since 1930,
deluding the present campaign for the construction
md renovation of the science center. According to
lit.Turner, the eleven camp aigns Colby has run are
'far in excess of any other college." The third program
s called the Deferred Giving Program. The funds for
his are obtained by cdnvuncing people tb put Colby
nto their wills or to invest in Life Income Plans.
Ihe Life Income Plan works like this: I give Colby
n amount, of money, and they pay me, or a beneiciary I name, a certain percentage back each year.
Mder donors receive a higher return on their gift
han do their youthful counterparts.
Mr. Turner stressed tlie importance of five and ten
iollar contributions. He said that there's often
(6,000 in gifts under ten dollars in the mail on r
Monday morning. Many science teachers have been
je tting in to the act along these lines, sending letters
to graduates they feel have benefited from Colby's
science department asking aid in meeting the Dana
lud Kresge foundation deadlines.
After I spoke with Mr. Turner, i stopped in to have .
a ci gareette with Ms. P.A. Lenk, his secretary. We could
h ear him outside her office describing a trip he was
about to take to Hartford to visit a prospective donor;
Wren we heard him say that he'd be back that evening,
Ms. Lenk frownqd and whispered: "I wish he'd slow d own , lie's getting thinner every day. I'm really beginning to worry about lilm." *
v.i.- .,;«./. ):;.. .
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:
SAFETY AS «W AS THE EWE CAN SEE

MUmEA R

POWE R

—Heidi N eumann
:The.nuclear power debate is a hot issue in Maine
as well as throughoutthe U.S. Since the late 1940's,
electric power companies have been constructing
nuclear reactors to., the point where there are 180
reactors.currentily operating in the world and 430
are planned or under construction. The safety of
nuclear power plants ahs been challenged by citizens
and environmental groups who contend that these
plants may be unnecessary, unsafe, uneconomical,
and even immoral.
"The public is deluged from both sides and what
the public must determine in the nuclear debate is
who is most credible. We must evaluate the risks."
So opened Mr. E.:Pat Garrett in the debate
;_ :
T
cm September 22, sponsored by the Colby Environmental
Council. Mr. Garrett is the Vice President and Technological Advisor for Safe Power in Maine, an antir
nuclear power group: He, and Mr. Donald C. Laubenstein from Central Maine Power, addressed themselves
to the safety and necessity of Maine Yankee, a nuclear power plant operated by Central Maine Power.
Are nuclear power plants a high risk? According
to Mr. Laubenstein, our demand for energy far
exceeds the risks involved. He feared our growing
reliance on petroleum , leading to "a global crises
with many hair^ttusing consequences if we continue
to fight over fossil fuels. . .Oyer the next 15 yean,
25% more new jobs and 30% more new households
will be created. . .Where is the energy going to come
from for this increasing industrial and consumer use?"
The answer, he said, is nu clear eneigy which he con
tended to be 'Very safe." He emphasized that "No plant
employee has ever been hurt; no member of the
general public has ever been affected by radiation from
nuclear power plants. . .Nuclear plants cannot explode. The worst, that can happen is that some radiation could escape."
Mr. GarretSt contended that we should fear
"the worst" whicli is what nuclear technicians call
a melt-down. He detailed the faiults in reactors which
could trigger or fail to prevent a melt-down, when
steam explosions and nuclear heat could crack the
shell of a reactor, leaking radioactive material into
the environment. The consequences of a melt-down
spell disaster in terms of land and water contamination (this is assuming that the people in the area
are evacuated).
The odds of a melt.down occurring are qu oted
to be one billion to one. "The nuclear reactor track
record is good so far," said Garrett, but he stressed
that accidents such as the Brown's Ferry in ci den t could
trigger a melt-down <In Brown's Ferry Ala., a technician set fireto a reactor with a candle, causing an
emergency shu t down'of the reactor).
In rebu ttle, Mr. Lau benstein explained th at the
redundant water cooling safety systems were engineer
guaranteed and the the 4V4 foot thick.reinforced
concrete w alls of the reactor would prevent any
major leakage.
In closing, Mr. Garrett coiled for a moratorium
if not a ban , on the construction of all nuclear reactors.

—Kent Wommack
Washington, D.C: nucleus of law and order
where prostitutes flaunt themselves two blocks from the
White H ouse; rii'arketing point of world capitalism
where rotting ghettos sidled up to the Capitol building; heart of democracy where elected representatives crumblie under pressure from powerful lobbyists.
Colby students now have a unique chance to experience Washington, D.C. in all its glory and despair
by signing up for spring semester at The American
University. Those selected will study for a semester's
credit at the University,,whose program is designed
for maximum exposure to the city's unmatched resources. For anyone tiring of the quiet enclaves of
Mayflower Hill, this a tremendous opportunity.
The Washington Semester Program offers a total
of eight separate areas of study, including American
Government. Urban Affairs, Economic Policy, international development, American studies, foreign
policy, and others. (Each program consists of seminars
with local officials and dignitaries, a specialized
research project, and an internship two days a week
with a Congressman, bureaucracy, or interest group
of your own choosing.
Although students are based at The American University, many seminars are held in downtown offices.
Research can be done at any of the city's dozen
libraries, including the Library of Congress. Besides
the academic program, the University offers standard
array of outside activites and a star-studded series
of speakers-, lecturers such as Hubert Humphrey,
Jesse Jackson, and Daniel Schorr are not unusual.
Students on the program in past years have been
generally happy with their exposure to Washington,
but note that the American University itself is on the
whole disappointing. First, the entire atmosphere is r
radically distinct from Colby -, silk shirts, platform )
shoes, and Datsuir 260-Zs supplant lacrosse shirts,
Maine Hunting boots, and Vega wagons. The regular
constituency comes heavily from big cities-New York
and New J ersey especially-rather than rural M assachusetts. People are cautious to neither offend nor appear
overly friendl y, lest they be taken for thugs or gays.
The physical facilities are also poor, hemmed in by the
surrounding city. The "athletic center" features
bowling alleys and pinball machines rather than tennis
courts and ice rink. And the school nearly lost accreditation several years back because their library is
so abominable.
Hence, it is commonly agreed that the real virtue
of the program comes from the opportunity to learn
the workings of our government first hand rather
than from third floor Lovejoy, and the difference
cannot be overstated. Director David Brown feels
that this year's teachers are the best in many years
(which has also been as problem in isolated areas) ,
and the program consistently draws good, fun students .
from other schools similar to Colby.
Second semester sophomores as well as juniors
and seniors interested in this program must contact
Prof. Sandy Maisel immediately for application forms
and further details. The application deadline for
spring term is October 15; so act now and reserve
your seat for the Presidential inauguration ceremony.
It was unfortunate that the debaters focused so
much of their limited time on the least likely but
certainly most alarming dangers of nuclear reactors.
Little mention was made of the more probable
"smaller" safety risks such as human errors or mistakes
rather than technological faults at the plants; or the
level of radioactive leaks emmitted daily which the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission considers "safe."
He proposed, that we should institute greater energy
conservation measures in order to avert any energy
crisis. "We have alternatives which would avoid taking
on the risks of mi clear power."
Mr. Lau benstein conclu ded that: "We sh ould hang
in on nuclear power so that we will continue to
have con trol in tlie world courts. . .We need the
advan tage of technological expertise. " When asked
if he would live near a nculear power plant, he
replied: "I'd be delighted. "
Mr. Garrett's response! "Hell no!"

On Saturday, October 16, at 8:00 p.m., Colby
College wiM present Kabuki Theatre - scenes from
Kabuki plays performed by dance actors of the
National Theatre of Japan in Wadsworth Gymnasium.
One of the most striking elements in the performance
of traditional Kabuki p lays is the use of highly stylized
scenes of fighting. These scenes are much more
theatrical and dance-like than the popular fight scenes
which form so prominent a part of Japanese samurai ,
movies. Film battles, are quite realistic and are based
closely on actual fighting practices found in Japan 's
various forms of martial arts.
Kabuki stage battles combine a number of typical
devices, musical accompaniment, the rhythmic beating
of wood sticks on a flat board (tsukeuchi) , a deliberate
and non-realistic tempo, acrobatics, powerful poses
'(mie) , and beautiful tableaux. Though they are founded
on a basis of actual fighting practices, these battles are
enhanced aesthetically by theatrical means to the
point that they more closely resemble dance than they
do dangerous encounters between foes.
Kabuki fight scenes are called tachimawari
or tate. They are arranged by a specialist called the
tateshi. Theoisual tachimawari is composed so as to
set off theactions of a central figure, the hero.
Kabu ki aims, above all, to present an image of stylized
beauty so the hero must always seem strong, beautiful,
and courageous. Each moment during the battle must
be well - composed , presenting an aesthetically pleasing
picture in which the hero is the central figure.
The tateshi who stages these formal combats is
a man who is extremely knowledgeable concerning the
literally hundreds of formal patterns (kata) which
may be used in composing a fight sequence. He arranges
a wide variety of fights, from those in which two
combatants take part to those where as many as twenty
men assail the hero.
The tateshi has studied the various forms of Japanese
martial arts, such as kendo, judo and sumo. He is
skilled at handling the long pole , the sword, halberd,
and dagger. But though he borrows from the formal
movements of the martial arts in arranging his effects,
he enhances them so as to make them more visually
attractive ; he tailors them one by one to the needs of
¦ • •• '
the scene.
-
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TradHipnal Japanese Quarterstaff f i ghting
Among the weapons used in tachimawari ate swords .
halberds, poles, spears, daggers, and various pronged
instruments used by Kabuki policemen to ward off
sword blows, ladders, and so forth. Of course, bare hand
combat is also possible. Some fights make use of
whatever properties happen to he part of the dramatic
action of the scene, such as carpentry tools or oars.
The performance of somersaults.(to mho) is a
necessary ingredient in most fight scenes. About twenty
varieties of tombo are performed today though the

number was once higher. Visitors to Japan 's National •
Theatre are often treated to the sight of young actors J
training to do tombo in the.special sandpit at the theater's
side. The chances are good that the man seen leading the
session is Bando Yaenosuke, Kabuki's leading tateshi, who
will be accompanying the troupe being brought here
by the Performing Arts Program of The Asia Society.
Now in his sixties, Yaenosuke is revered as a national
treasure.
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President Strider confers an honorary doctor of humane letters degree on May Sarto n at Commencement
¦¦- '
'
last spring. Vice President Pullen and Prof. Todrank in background,
Novelist arid poet May Sarton will give a reading ,
of her poetry Thursday (Oct '7) in the Colby College
Museum.of Art at 8PM.
Heir selections, based on the theme "Jou rney Ipto
Solitude," will be taken from her 12 published books,
including the latent, "Durable Firei"
12 Tlie; York , Me. t!csident, who was born in Belgium '
tad jhen bccairieianaturalized citizen in 192,4, also
nits afoihe 14 hovels to her credit, "Crucial.Conversa-

> .':
tions being the latest.
several
Ameri
degrees
from
A recipient of honorary
can universities and colleges, including Colby, May
Sarton has lectured extensively on poetry and creative
< ¦'" ¦'* , :
writing throughout a 40-year career.
• Ant'o/ig tier othe* honors iik\a Guggenh eim Foiim
datiort flellowship in Poetry, an honorary Ph| Beta!¦'¦;*
Kappa membershi p at Ftadcliffe, andVfellowship for
the American Acaderny of Aits,and Sciences.J- .-}. v
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It 's how official: -The New.York Times reports
that-the price for Marijuana across the U.S. has shot
/ _.
up sharply in the past five years.

:•:
:•:
Vi

A Times.survey pfbQth deders and ppt srnokers .
«
"
"
in. 14'diffe rent U.S. citiesi concludes that prices have
a
increased by as much as 500 percent since the earlyy
:|
:- 2 - '
' '-' .' ' k
1970's.
r- ¦
•'•>
-' _ ...
«
Inflation is one reasooi for this sharp increase, the

AT THE
WM22MR CULATION D E S K
- - ' - —Peter Wise .

of smoker ' ¦' " '
7zwes says^u t it adds tiiat a new kind
.. - •,;
reports
th
at
doctors,
is also responsible. The newspaper
lawyers; entertainers and Wall Street typesare becoming regular customers for the illegal weed-and • " -'•
are willing to pay up to $500 (dollars) an ounce for
' ...
. ./
"good smoke. "
The Times .quotes one New York grass dealer as saying
about the upper^crust smokers: (quote) "They don't
care whether an ounce costs $50 (dollars) of $500 *

:j Moving Out '-by David Walker.
g
g
One day, du ring my first winter here in Maine,
¦.• • §
I took a hike across some fields surrounding the Colby
•£ campus. There was sn ow falling, a blizzard iri fact,
:. w which just about blinded me. As I passed near a farm|:house, I saw the shape of a m an ly ing on his back
.
:| in a patch of frozen cornstalks. He was making move% ments with his arms and legs, but I couldnt 'f tell
g whether he was injured , insane, or simply enj oy ing the
(dollars) as long as it 's the best available and as good
"
or better than what their
peers
have.
:| privacy which a blizzard affords. I never did find out
¦¦ ¦
"
' __
' K
.
- .
_¦
__
__ _ __
¦
- __ "_.
_.
"
-_ . _ '
a at
m
•_*
* •
what that man was doing there, because I ran away
»**'^
•^
__u^«i/«
*i_»*»f ^i*f
^S£aKdK3ie2KaK2KMe_x_3ie
_i»^
**»
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^^^
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could, full of that fear that
•> from him as quickly as I
comes from not understanding. Now, four years
. —- .
•>
The city of Madras in .India has come up with
:•: later, reading David Walker 's book, I am suddenly
a uni que birth control offer ; every man who undergoes
:•:' thrust into the mind of that man lying in the snow.
a vasectomy operation in that city receives $8 in cash , a
:•:
Although Moving out has many different concerns ,
week's holiday, eight pounds of rice, and a free ticket to
t| I personally like best those poems where Walker
the movies.
« "moves out " into the lives of his ancestors. It 's not
Things could change soon, however. India's health
:•: that I'm an antiquarian ; most History books put me
minister, Bulbar Singh, is warning that the Indian government]-! to sleep, and to me, the art and architecture of the
may soon require that all mothers or two to three children « early settlers seems lifeless. But Walker , is able to make
underg o compulsory sterilization.
the past new, because he illuminates the lives of men
"?
-•
?.?
•_?• and women until they are alive, and their concerns
*.
•> become ours.
Red through the black woods also now, the sun
H\
??
__¦ '
.*
*
»?
W
Ir
f
declines^ We huddle, gazing blind at gu tt ering fires,
•„»
"^
**
then bargain chill f o r rest while the watches stare
*.»
(
v#
.*
*
••
all nig ht into the river drained by stars.
_.*•.»
After a cramped sleep, Lord , we p r a y You steer
our westering through this undergro wth at dawn.
"Aground" (A Settler's View, Maine,
____»_— -», %.#
Maine, 17th C.)
.
-.j The struggle to survive, which every than feels at rimes,
suddehly becomes more acute when it emerges in
the simple, yet heart-felt language of the New England
farm er.
»•
When David Walker assumes the personae of his
*•
•#
•?
ancestor, Abraham Walker, who drowned in 1796,
?V
«,»
.
the reader is also made to wear the boots of the dead.
Jj
Elton John isn 't doing too badly-these days; he 's
The mind cold
«
bringing in money at the rate of $142 ,000 a day.
¦ yet throbbing as though from whiskey,my boots
Tto London Daily Mail reports that Elton 's fans
|
|
the
6ws
in
sh
.
£
spen t $60 million on his r ecords , tapes and
or
$
5900
day,
000
every
'
s
$
142
,
That
past 14 months.
g
¦
;
every hour.
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Zo mbi e I
News

An American soldier has been arrested in Germany after
finding that Vodka and M-60 do not mix. The M-60 in this case is not a drink mix, bu t a 50-to n
tank which the soldier reportedly borrowed and went ort
a-W gh-speed rampage hear Boeblingen
The 22 yearold serviceman, whom the army has de,
dined to identify, borrowedthe tank from a barracks and
and rumbled full-speed ahead past stunned guards and onto
Germany's superhighways.
U.S. Military Police say they finally apprehended the runiway tank but only after it had m owed down and nearly
crushed three Oncoming cars. Fivepersons werereportedly
injured . :. . >.
Military police state that investigators (quote) "found
a naif empty bottle of Vodka in the tank," adding that the
bewildered soldier (quote) ,cwas apparently under the inHucnce of alcohol". ¦. ,
. . '.
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The Texas Supreme Court-in a rather unu sual case*as uphel d the rig ht of a Dallas man to . sue the Uniyef
;ity of Texas and ^ the state of Texas for losiilg his left ¦ . .
-yeball down a sink drain. ,
.
..
Albertilokr y is seeking $60,000 (pilars) in da"'ages for menta l anguish, headaches and nervousness ;
w claims-he suffered after a lab .ttc hnicianiaccJden ta lly
«st Mokiry Veyie. , i ( -X •" '" X; 'f ; 2 ' s '
Mokry 's suit claiinS;that the e^e was removed by
^fgcons and ^ujckly sent tQalabp ratory to see
lf it might be ; can cerous*. A contoMr-was reported ly
ty ped overiwhileli technician wiwi poriducti ^ ' tlie'\? '-V- "
tests and the eye was lost down the drain.
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filling hea d over heels, I clutched at what I prayed
were buck 's homs-they became twigs; ! cried
for my wife, an d she came to be sewn in black;
rooted only in fear. Then with no light, nor word
. my father 's hands brushed past my cheek like silt.
"The Drowned Man "
To get a genuine feeling for the past,.which W alker
obviously has, takes much exploration in many different
directions, an arduous task which evolves out of a
great need to go hack.
I advise those who would fol low to the endif any from love , pa tience or mulishness
shall have struggled thus far --to bide until moonlight;
or best, till a night so racked with its ram and cold,
even th e stones are beside th emselves, and the great tree
rooted only in fear. Then with no lig ht, n or wor d
but your blood racing f o r signal, stnke out
f o r a place -not a house or the well-kept grav e,
but more circumspect: your own body will guid e y ou
strangely to the spot, your feet stumbling as you begin
almost to run. Until maybe some half-rotten post ,
edged in the black by a halo of white p hosphoro us,
' warns you are there-found at the heart of the storm
by this most neutral, forgotten and daylig ht-dull
of shaped things.
"Advice for a Family Historian "
A man must get close to the gound, he must lie in the
snow, until his instinct is regained and leads him back
to those places he didn 't even know he was searching
for. Only then will a man know the land he grew out
of and only then will he feel the blood of his an- .t
cestors which flows so strongly through his veins.
David Walker has gone on such a search into the past,
and the' book he returned with is a brilliant record
'
of men who live close to the earth.
'
Editor s note : David Walker is a part-time teacher
here at Colby.
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Clark
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38-0
—Ruston Lodi
Scoring twenty-four points in the second period,
Wesleyan College coasted to a 38-0 victory over
Colby Saturday in Middletown, Conn.
The lopsided score was due to two major factors:
Colby's poor field position and, for the second week
in a row, offensive turnovers. During the course of
the ballgame, Colby had four passes intercepted and
lost three fumbles. Add this to the fact that the Colby
offense took the ball over twelve times inside its
own twenty and it's no wonder that the Mules did
not score.
Penalties were also'a thom in the Mules side through
out the afternoon. With the score 0-0, Colby took
the ball over on its own forty. Two successive penalties
(a questionalbe holding call and a clip).forced Colby
into a first and 38 on their own eleven. Wesleyan held,
and a bad punt gave Wesleyan the ball on the Colby
forty. The home team cashed in on this break, scoring
on a one yard plunge by Quarterback Brad Vanacore.
The kick was good and Colby trailed 7-0.
After a Wesleyan interception, and a pair of stalled
drives, Wesleyan took the ball over on the midfield
stripe. The Connecticut team methodically marched
downfield and scored on nine yard pass from Vanacore to Bob Latessa. Wesleyan 14-Colby 0.
Still another turnover-this time a Colby fumble .
inside their own 10 gave Andy Darpino opportunity to score from three yards out. The decisive second quarter ended when place kicker John
Papa capped a sixty yard beat the clock drive by
booting a thirty yard field goal. Half time saw Colby
in the short end of a 24-0 score.
Wesleyan scored one touchdown in each of the
last two periods. The first a 24 yard passplay, and the
second, a 55 yard return of an intercepted pass.
Colby had three effective second half drives but
could not put any points on the board. In the third
quarter, the Mules moved from their own eleven to
the Wesleyan 27 on the strength of 24 and 13 yard
runs by Steve Celata. A fumble, however, halted this
drive.
In the fourth quarter, Colby moved from its
own 1 to the Wesleyan 30 bu t a clipping penalty and
Cuzepiel's interception return cancelled that effort
Celata was again the sparkplug, breaking loose for a
56 yard jaunt during the series. Finally, Colby moved
from its own ten to the Wesley an five on the strength
of two Frank Sears passes-a 35 yarder to Mark Higgins
and a 22 yarder to Chris Webber. Again the Wesleyan
defense squelched the Colby threat.
Turning quickly to next week, Colby travels to
New York to face Union College team with a similar
0-2 record. In Coach McGee's words Union is a team
with "similar experience and experiences." Both
teams are young and prone to costly mistakes. Coach
McGee says that he plans no drastic, alterations for
next week. He feels that with practice, Colby can
eliminate errors and play a winning brand of football.
If Colby can indeed avoid the mistakes that've cost
them dearly in the first two games, the long ride back
from Union will be much easier to take.
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-Evan Katz

While watching Middlebury frustrate Colby in _
the home football opener a few thoughts scooted
through my mind. First, why aren't the goal posts
padded? Apparently some tight end or wide receiver
will have to-christen the posts with his cranium before
¦
. something is done to cover them.
/.
Another amendment which could make viewing
Colby football games more pleasurable would be an
improvement.over the antiquated scoreboard which now
struggles to keep track of the vital statistics pertinent to
the action on the field. The primary complaints
center around one service the scoreboard does not
provide and another that could be improved.
The present scoreboard does not state at what
yardline the ball is on. I realize that it is possible to
approximate where the ball is by taking soundings on
the chain gang. However, one must realize that many of
the fans are not hard core and are not able to do this
accurately. It would make watching the games much
less of a task if the scoreboard could perform this
function.
The other service which is provided, but can be
improved gready is the clock. Now really, the dial
clock used at Colby is a throwback to yesteryear. With
- all the improvements being made around campus, coming
to a cost of over 4 million, it seems strange that two
thousand dollars can't be found to replace the scoreboard.
Perhaps if the administration does not think the
scoreboard warrants this type of investment the Class
of 1977 or 1978 could purchase one for the school as
a class gift.
There are ominous rumblings eminating from the
Fieldhouse regarding the upcom ing'hockey season.
At the organizational meeting last week Coach Jack
Kelley outlined the type of no nonsense philosophy
^ u/fiir-h

Pl ace

H a r r i ers>

is an ..nH-M-st -atPiri pr.. - . nr »(.<»r wfii _ ,Vi hie ti> .m will

be playing. Kelley said his players will have time only for
study and hockey and that there will be no moustaches,
sideburns, or long hair. He also made clear that if
there is a decision to be made between a freshman and
a senior of equal caliber, the former will be chosen.
Undoubtedly students can look forward to a new era
of hockey at Colby.
With the baseball playoffs starting this weekend
Red Sox fans should congratulate (if only begrudgingly)
the few Yankee followers around campus. The Yankees
earned their division tide and silenced many vocal
skeptics (including this writer) who are now forced to
eat crow.
While having my stomach pumped last Sunday night
after eating one of those hideous chocolate chip pancakes,
I had two unpleasant thoughts about the future of
baseball.
In 1977, when Seattle and Toronto unveil their
poor imitations of major league baseball teams, fans
can look for established teams to drastically improve
their records. It was 1962, the year the New York Mets
and the Houston Astros were bom, that 7 of 10 N.L.
teams had records over .500, and three over .600.
The Mariners and Blue Jays will probably bear striking
resemblances to the Mets. The clubs will have a little
bit of everything and a lot of nothing.
Also there is a distinct possibility that A.L.
rosters will be reduced to 24 men because the designated
hitter has lessened the need for relievers and- pin ch,
hitters. These pl'.yers have sat on the bench relatively
unused for the past three years. The roster cut will
insure Jyrther the permanence of the tenth man in
'
American League gomes,
And a final note. With three consecutive upsets
the Patriots are establishing themselves as a force to
be dealt with in future weeks. Also their schedule gets
easier as the season pr ogr esses, so a winning record, their
first since 1066 ,. is a distinct possibility. Does anyone
I dare mention the possibility of a playoff berth? . ' ,' .
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CROSS COUNTRY
¦¦"

Running Against B.U.

.

'

' J "

i

(To the tune of "Tangled Up in Blue")

The rain that day was pouring down.
The sky was cloudy and dark,
The inspiration was a-coming from Icesus .
As they pulled into Franklin Park
They started into warming up
And everyone got soaked
But the coach told'em they could pull it out
Provided no one choked
Then everyone went to the line
As the starter raised his gun
And then an explosion filled the air
And the runners had begun
to pay their dues
Running against B.U.

-

•

The Colby harriers sprinted out
Thinking they could knock'em off
As Tim Bernard took the lead
Followed by Danny Ossof f
While Bees and Colton were running hard
Only a little behind
And the Boston rain kept pouring down
But no one seemed to mind
Suddenly with the finish in sight
They picked up the pace
With Terriers coming on
They knew they'd had a race
as they sprinted through
Running against B.U.
Facing their toughest test of the young 1976
cross country season, the Colby harriers responded
with a stunning upset of the Boston University
harriers. However the Mule runners did not fare as
well against the powerful Tufts and Central Connecticut teams as they finished third overall in a quadrangular meet at Franklin Park. The final score
28-3 7-82-93, with low score winning was Tufts 28,
CC 37, Colby 82, BU 93.
Anthony Cians of Tufts m ade it look like Prince
Spaghetti Day as he bested the entire field by thirty
seconds finishing in a fine 25:20. '
For Colby, Freshman Tim Bernard continued to
lead the way as he slashed almost a minute and a half
from his previous best, enroute to a 26:10 clocking '¦
and a fifth place overall. Close behind were Danny
Ossoff and John Bees, both of whom showed big
improvement as their times dipped to 26:26 and
27:05 respectively. Captian Ken Colton and Dave
Peckham completed the scoring with the latter shattering
his personal best by almost two minutes.
After this excellent performance on the rain soaked
Franklin Park course, Coach Alex Schulten 's charg es
are expected to make a strong showing against arch
rival Bowdoin on Wednesday. On Saturday, the
Harriers jour ney to scenic Northern New Hampshire
to compete in the prestigeous Plymouth State¦ Invi¦
'¦ ,
tational" .. • ' .
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Soccer

J . V,

Although they are showing signs of improvement,
the J.V. soccer team dropped two more games last
week, one to ;Bowdoin and one to an underestimated
SMVTI team. Colby's record is now 0-3.
In the Bowdoin game the defense tightened
up and the offense started moving to within shooting
distance, but got few shots off. Jay Moody, playing
left wing, scored Colby's first goal of the season in
the first half by standing in the goal mouth and
persistently booting rebounds until the ball settled
into the net.
'
Trailing 2-1 at halftime, the J.V. hooters came out
strong in the second stanza hut again failed to put
the ball in the net. The contest ended Bowdoin 3,
Colby 1;
'
With the exception of a five minute defensive
lapse, Colby played a strong first half against SMVTI.
However, the results of that lapse turned out to be
2 goals scored by SMVTI forwards. Other than
these two scores, SMVTI's offense was consistently
stopped by Colby's fullback line, especially center
fullback Paul Wade. Several times, Wade kicked the
ball from the crease preventing several goals.
Agam Colby started the second half strongly
with halfback Ted Reed scoring in the early minutes
of the half. Reed kicked with a low, hard shot from
the edge of the penalty area which sailed past the
diving SMVTI goalie. Forward Ted Tinson also
scored, but two SMVTI goals early iri the half counter^
acted the Colby pair. A penalty kick by SMVTI
late in the game sealed Colby's fate and gave SMVTI
a victory.

Peter Simpson (21) moves in for a Babson f or ward , as Doug Giro n (10) and Sean Smith (12) look on.
(photo by Sally Mort on)

S o c ce r

By

Bea ten

—Brooks Range
The Colby booters travelled to Wellesley, Mass.
on Saturday to play Babson, the defending National
Champs in Division Three Soccer. The game was
played in a steady downpour, and resulted in Colby's
third consecutive loss. After a scoreless .first half ,.
Babson drove home five second half goals to defeat
the Mules 5-0.
In spite of the playing conditions, the fact that it
was Babson's homecoming, and the notoriously hostile
Babson crowd, Colby managed to give the Wellesley
team a definite scare. Coach Serjdenian 's charges
played excellent first half defense in keeping the
ever threatening Babson team off the scoreboard.
Although Babson had a decided edge in ball control, the Mule booters were able to respond when necessary and succeeded in shutting down the potent
ise.
.
home team ~CJ~
..
jo
However,- » proved only a matter of time before
Babson put the ball in the net. Yet of the five goals
in the second half, three went off Colby players
and into the goal. One, an indirect kick, deflected off
of fullback Peter.Simpson's leg and by goalie Rick
Cline. Another slipped through Cline's hands, bounced
off his chest and into the goal. A third came when
fullback Bob Kwiatkowski attempted to pass the ball
back; to Cline. However, Cline slipped going to the
ball , and it went into the net for a goal. Babson 's
domination of the game, particularly the second half,
is evidenced by the fact that they outshot Colby by
a 32-13 margin, and had 13 comer-kicks to Colby's 1.
In view of these statistics it seems that the Mule defense
did well to keep the Babson total at 5.
Every year at thejr homecoming game, Babson
gives most valuable player awards, to the outstanding player of the game for each team. The award,
voted by Coaches and officials, went to Junior halfback
Doug Giron for Colby. Coach Serjdenian was once
again pleased with the team's showing in spite of the
score. He sees the team as improving daily and looks
forward tb Wednesday 's game against UMO , with
ODtomism.

UMO

Ba b s o n ,

—Brooks R ange
Colby's hopes of avenging last year 's twin 4-3
losses to UMO went down the drain with the rain
yesterday as they lost to the Black Bears 5-1. The Mules
displayed little hustle or desire, as they consistently
failed to fight for the ball. Instead of relying on short
accurate passes, Colby tried to play kick and run all
day, and was not able to mount any consistent
offense.
The Black Bears scored two first half goals by luring
goalie Rick Cline out of the net and then booting the
. ball home. Colby netted its lone goal in the first half
on a nice shot by right wing Chris Mellon. Halfback
Doug Giron centered the ball and it came out to Mellon
whp fired a. left footed shot that hit the undersi de
of the crossbar and went in.
Trailing 2-1 at the half , Colby opened the second
stanza with their best show of offensive punch of the
game. But, as has been the story for all four games this
season, the Mules could not put the ball in the net.
UMO scored 3 more goals before the end of the game,
bringing their final tally to that seemingly irresistable
number, 5.
The team seems to be working the ball downfield
well enough, but once around the goal area, they just
arc not getting off strong accurate shots.
The Booters are now (0-4) on the year and desperately need to gear up the offense if they are to
improve their record. On Saturday, the Bates Bobcats
come to Loeb field to try and p ick up their secon d win
of the season at the expense of the Mules.
»
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INDOOR TRACK
There will be a meeting of all interested candidates i
]
for Indoor Track, Wed. October 13th, 2nd floor
questions,
call
Roberts, 6:30PM. If there are any
'
Bill Getchell ext. 555.
-
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
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Oct. 8 - Women's Field Hockey at Tufts 3:30
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;' Oct. 12 - Cross. Country vs. Maine 3 :00
Women's Field Hockey vs. UMPG 3 :00
;
Women's
Tennis vs. UMPG 3:30
;

<
;
;

? Oct. 13—Varsity Soccer vs. Maine 3:00
?
J.V. Soccer vs. Maine 3:00

;
;

I
MEN'S SQUASH
* Notice:
•
On Wednesday Evening, at 6:30, there will be a
• meeting of all males interested in playing on the
J. squash team. If interested call Ben Thorndike, ATO,
\ ext. 550, for more info.
' WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
J
The Women's Ski Team will meet Monday night
?
at 6:30 in Sturtevant lounge.
\

'
;

.

¦
Sales Rep-male or !female student reliable ,
i
We seek a permanent representative on
campus . Sell the world '
.
s finest hand-knit]
i
ted ski cap-watch cap . Hand-knitted in
official scholl colors* or any other choice
,
i
of colors . 23 different designs. 118
colors and yarns . 15% commission . Sorry ,
'6nly one ;rep per campus . Sell fraternities ,:
,¦ i , , .;,-, sororities, alumni assoc , local stores ,
athletic groups , etc. Wri te to: Samarkand
to Katmandu , Inc. 9023 West Pico Boulevard ,
Los Angeles California ,90035.
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? O ct. 9 - Women's Tennis at Tufts 3:30
?
Varsity Football at Union 1:30
Varsity Soccer vs. Bates 2:00
*
Cross Country at Plymouth
|
?
State Invitational
J.V. Soccer vs. Bates 2:00
;
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Colby 's Kim Nickerson advances the ball upfield
(p hoto by Sue Gernert)
against Bates.

Hock ey

F i e ld

-_..

-Susan Gernert
It's been a bad week for the field hockey team:
two games, two losses and one casualty. Last Thursday
Colby travelled to Bates for their fourth game of the
season. The score tells the story, as Bates romped
8-0. All of the Bobcats goals came in the first half.
It was an ugly game, as Kit Cunningham subbing for
centerhalf Hillary Jones, was hit in the face with the
ball batted by Bates' wonder woman, Priscilla Wild.
Kit suffered a broken nose and two black eyes and is
temporarily out of action.
Bates simp ly overpowered Colby sticksters.
The ball remained in Colby 's half the entire game with
the exception of one Colby penalty corner. By the
second half Colby was able to contain the Bates offense ,
but it was too late. Colby goalie Linda Alter did a
remarkable job despite the score. She saved innumerable
shots on goal and prevented an even more lopsided game.
On Saturday, Colby field.hqckey travelled to
Orono to face the University of Maine: Once again
the Colby team came out on the short end of the
score, but this game was far closer than the previous one.
It remained a close battle up until the last five minutes
of the game, when UMO scored the winning goals.
The final score was 3-i UMO.
It was an exciting first half, for- although UMO
dominated play, Colby lead until the closing seconds.
During the first five minutes of play Colby 's Blair
Washington stole the ball from UMO; dribbled down the
all ey, and brought it into the circle for the score.
Alth ough Colby had a total of only fifty-seven seconds
penetration time (the amount of time the ball is between
the 25 yard line and the end line ) du ring die first half ,
it seems that it used it well. UMO, on the other han d,
had over seven minutes penetration time in the Colby
end , but only scored once during the first half. The
def ense di d an ou t s ta nding j ob in preven t ing anymor e
Orono scoring.
. The secon d half parallelled t he f irs t in t ha t UM O 's
penetration time was far greater then Colby 's. However,
UMO finally gained the advantage with a goal by Sherrie
Jackson. Shortly thereaf ter , O rono 's lead becam e 3-1 as
Ann Peabod y drove in another goal. Both of these goals
came in the f inal minu tes which lef t Colby li ttle t ime
to retaliate. Thus, the final score remained UMO 3- Colb y
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The Radcliffe meet was anticlimactic for Colby
tennis players. The trip lasted almost 12 hours - a
two hour drive and a long day of matches. There was
some conf u sion in f inding the ri ghtlocation — the
Radcliffe coach had changed the location without
Coach Diane Lamping 's knowledge. In the competition Radcliffe wron 5 out of 6 matches, and according to one p layer , the Colby women did not p lay
up to par. The doubles teams, however, swep t their
/¦
matches, p lay ing against Radcliffe 's second string.
Karen Huebsch p laying in the number one sp ot,
lost to Sally Roberts 6-1,6-1. Sally Crisp number two,
lost to Rita Funaro 6-2,6-2. Bev Vayhinger p lay ed
third , losing to Denise Thai 6-2,6-2. Amy Davidhoff
broug h t in the lone singles victory 4-6,6-3 default
over Diana Olney rounding out sincrlec nlav Pat
Collins was def ea ted by Katie Dizler 6-2,6-0 and

Euros, 6-0,6-2. Amy -Davidhoff lost to Rose Redmond "
7-6,7-6 in an extremely t ight match.
In doubles the first team-, Bev Vayhinger and Janice
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J anice Miller lost to Terry Clarke 7-5,6-3.
In doubles , Karen Huebsch and Bev Vayhinger ,
the two co-captinas teamed up to win 6-3,6-3 over
Beth Craig and Elizabeth Livingston. Second dou bles
Sall y Crisp and Janice Miller pulled out an exciting
7-6,3-6,7-6, victory. Pat Collins and Amy Davidhoff
beat J anet Clark and Perry Heffelfinger 6-4,6-6 in
the third and final doubles match.
Later this week the team travels to Medford to .
face a strong Tufts team.
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Radcliffe 5 Colby 4

Tennis action in away meets last week : Colby t opp led
UMO in a match p layed Saturday in Orono. Maureen
Flin t was def ea ted by Sue S t ap le 6-3, 6-1. Karen
Huebsh , second singles, beat Barb Dewitt 7-5,6-1.
Sall y Crisp, number three p layer overcame Tana

Thursday, Sep t, 30 saw the Mule Netwomen defea t
Ba tes by the score of 6-1, Colby swept tlie singles
matches and lost match an a dou bles. Karen Huebsh
lead off the roster with a 6-4,6-3 victory over Karen
Kaufman. Maureen Flint came second, with a 6-4,

8
vt
«

'

6-1 win over Tracy Howe. SaUy Crisp defeated Wendy
Warbasse 6-3,6-2. Gretchen Huebsch, p laying 4th
singles for Colby, needed three sets to win 6-4,5-7,
601 over Hilly Welch.
Doubles teams chalked up two more victories:
Janice Miller and Val Brown beating Rose M ary Grayand Jo Ann Kayatta 2-6,6-2,6-3 , and Janet Ford and
Linda Clark with their first victory, against Laura
Chambera and Linda Mansfield , 6-3,4-6,7-5-. Terry
Grassey and Lisa Hall lost to Sara Landers and Nancy
Schroeter 7-6,3-6,6-3.

The Colby women tennis players pressed to a 5-2
victory over Bowdoin on Monday. The teams were
fairly equa l in calibr e, making for a high level of play
in all matches. Bowdoin was stronger in singles
winning the top two matches, but.Colby 's depth in
doubles gave the the netwomen their 4th victory
of the year.
Karen Huebsch , p laying No. 1for Colby, lost to
Mary Miller 6-3, 6-2, and Maureen Flint was defeated
by Jun e Curtin 6-3,6-2. Karen played her usual consistent backcourt style, but could not overcome the
shotmaking of Ms. Miller. Maureen's match was a
long, dravmout one. She eventually succumbed to
Ms. Curtiri's slower paced game.
Third singles player Sally Crisp gave Colby it 's
first win, as she topped Meg McLean 6-0,6-2. Sally
oudasted the Bowdoin player-her backhand and
accuracy coming thrcugh-in-long rallies; Pat Collins,
playing in No. 4 position, beat .Ell en Pyne in a qui ck
match.
2\-y
Colby 's doubles teams swept Bowdoin,'winning
all three matches. Bev Vayhinger and Jan Miller
defeated Pam Wightrnall and Jane Rhine 7-6,6-2.
Both Jan and Bev used their strong cross-court forehands t o co ntinu all y outhit the Bowdoin team.
Number two dou bles Amy Davidhoff and Gretchen
Huebsch played the toug h team of Tedero and Dupont
in a hard f ought match. Amy 's hard serve arid crosscour t f orehand coup led with Gre tchen 's clever play
took them to a 6-3,6-3 victory.
Val Brown and Lisa. Hall, play ing third dou bles ,
overcame Nancy Donovan and J ane Grady" throug h
d etermined , aggressive p lay, giving th em a 6-4,6-1 win.
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Coach J ill Hodgson pr eps her team before thegame, (p hoto by Sue Gernert)

Miller beat Ann Person and Laurie Page 7-5, 6-3. The
second doubles team of Pat Collins and Gretchen
Huebsch ou t p layed Chris O'Conner and Rcnee
Gregono to gain a 6-4,6-2 win, Val Brown and Lisa
Hall added another match to the Colby victories-.
6-1,1-6,6-3.

&

Sond $1.00for your up-to-date,
192-p age , mail ordor catalog.
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cancer, rates as well as possible genetic mutations.
"Accidents" include such things as.the spilling of
83,000 gallons of contaminated water into the Connecticut River, as happened at Vermont Yankee this
summer. The Seabrook nuclear plant site is situ ated
within a mile of an earthquake fault but neither
that nor the former Penacook tribal burial ground they
are building upon lias deterred P.S.C. from its choice
of site.
The Clamshell Alliance has endorsed non-violent,
direct action as its method to halt construction.
The failure of the; courts and the ballot box as well
as the unholy partnership of government and monopoly
capitalism have given birth to a grass roots citizens'
movement in defense of their homeland, their way

The Union
of Concerned Scientists estimate that
. .j
"a pound of plutonium, ifit-were efficiently spread
around the cpuntry would be more than enough to
give lung cancer to everyone." Under Project Independence, the government hopes to have a thousand
nuclear plants operating by.the year 2000. By their
own estimates that would entail one billion cubic
feet of nuclear waste. Enough to cover a fou r lane
highway coast to coast a foot deep!
In the past, the ocean has served as a receptacle
for nuclear wastes. Between 1946 and 1970, the
U.S. dumped 62,000 steel drums of radioactive
residues and reactor materials into both the Atlantic
and Pacific. Cesium and plutonium has been discovered
leaking from these disposal sites. The U.S. presently
stores 85 million gallons of . radiated water in Hanford, Washington. Over 400,000 gallons have leaked
from these storage tanks, just five miles from the
Columbia River. Questions must be raised concerning
the competency of regulatory agencies when an official such as James Schlesinger, former director of the
Atomic Energy Commission, suggests putting the
nuclear wastes into huge rockets and shooting them
at the sun.
The greatest of all concerns is the threat of a major .,
nuclear accident..The radioactivity accumulated
inside one large nuclear power plant is equivalent to 1000
Hiroshima sized weapons. Were this radiation to escape
the plant through a meltdown, death and destruction
would be widespread. The. fire at Brown's Ferry,
Alabama a year ago came frighteningly close to the

of life, and their right to self-determination. Fearing
not only for themselves but for future generations
as well,-hundreds journeyed to"Seabrook this summer,
to voice their opposition to nuclear power.
On Aug. 1, six hundred citizens assembled on the
Seabrook clamflats to voice their grievances and
renew their committment to the marshlands and to
the sea, which has been used as man's dumping grounds
' '
for too long.
A pre-arranged contingent of 18 people departe d
from the rally and walked two m iles to thc :proposed
site. Bearing complaints and seedlings they entered
P.S.C. property and began planting in a forest area
recently razed by colossal earth moving machinery.
Asked to. leave by Company officials , they replied that t
_ *i ,m. tUo n^_.o ;n ^_j„ had
had to
to come
come sfav.
*»n s»rp< . tn
stay, nr
prepared
to _./occupy
the area in order
to save it from further desecretion.
As they continued planting, 25 Seabrook police
as well as five sheriffs placed the group under mass
anrest and ordered them to the vans. When the 18'
refused to leave under their own power they were handcuffed and dragged 500 y ds; over rocks and stumps to
the waiting police vans.
The occupiers have pledged themselves to non- ,
violent civil disobediance as a means to halt the
/
construction. They have maintained that the harm ;'
posed by nuclear power far outweighs their tree;
planting actions. Corporate profit and private property lost importance to those concerned with life
both human and non-human , present and fu ture.
One of their major concerns is the problem of
nuclear wastes. No acceptable system of disposal has
yet to be discovered. Waste comes in all varieties:
some waste products are harmfu l only for a few minutes,
other wastes remain harmful for a quarter of a million
years. Likewise, they vary in their toxic nature.

government and the corporations to believe that
it could never occur.
August 22 saw another protest at Seabrook.
Twelve hundred people from across New England
gathered on the town common on summer's hottest
day. An hour into the demonstration, rally goers _ _
formed a human corridor for the 180 power plant
occupiers who had Spent the previous weeks in preparation. Showered with songs and blessings,'the
'citizen 's pecupation' began its three mile trek to
the nuclear site. Ranging in ages from 15-75, they
proceeded through the tall salt grass and across the
hushed marshlands. Spirits were high, songs and chants
produced a very moving spectacle.
The marchers p aused frequently for rests and
strategy rneetings and two hours passed before the
blue line of police became visible. Negotiations were .
underway between Civil Liberties lawyers and P.S.C.
officials so that the occupiers could gain entry upon
the site before any police action would result. The
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forty Seabrook police allowed the contingent to enter
the site and a wave of exhilaration swept through
the group. People worked for an hour at planting
trees and holding small m eetings.
Seabrook police confined the 180 to a bulldozed
area for reasons which soon became auite clear.
Ten school buses pulled up with 120 state police
aboard. They orderly filed out and took positions
above the demonstrators. Upon order, they marched
to the large circle the occupiers had now formed
and began dragging people to the buses. The arrests
went smoothly and all were confined to the Portsmouth
Armory by night fall.
On Aug. 23, ten persons were removed from the
Armory and taken to Superior Court. AH had been
involved in the Aug. 1 occupation but had little
idea what lay in store for them. At Superior Court they
were re-arrestd in a jury room, this time for criminal
contempt of court. They were then taken before
Superior Court they were re-arrested in a jury room,
this time for criminal contempt of court. They
were then taken before Superior Cou rt Judge Mau rice
Bovis for a bail hearing. On Friday Aug. 20, Public
Service Co. had received an injunction enjoining these
individuals from entering the nuclear site. Their
actions Sunday were allegedly in violation of this court
order, an order which only two of them had been
informed of.
What followed was a tumultuous bail hearing, during
which Judge Bois denied personal recognizance
stating that they had just broken one court order
and could not be trusted to show up for trial. Without
hearing any evidence Judge Bois had already delcared
the ten guilty. The trial that followed was equally
outrageous. The three womeijt (ranging in age from
20-45) and seven men (ranging from 21-35) were
sentenced to 3 months at the House of Correction
and an additional 3 months suspended.
These sentences stunned sympathizers and non-symp
athizers alike. U.S. Senator J ohn Durkin (D-NH) de
clared, "We have a new standard of justice in New
Hampshire-a standard which puts people in jail
without bail for three monAs because they had the
intellectual and intestinal fortitude to stand up to
corporate greed. . .New Hampshire may be on the
brink of becoming the Mississippi of ihe North. -""
After a week in jail the New Hampshire Suprem e
Court ruled that the demonstrators must be allowed
out on bail pending appeals. As Jud ge Bois so aptly
observed in the trial of the Seabrook 10, the battle
lines are drawn." Judicial power in New Hampshire
is lining up behind Public Service Co. and the state's
Chief executive (Jud ge Bois goes up to the Supreme
Court in Oct). Bruce Beckley of P.S.C. freely admits,
"The only way we have been able to move along is
through political pressure by Gov. Thom pson."
The corporate powers profits is, as always, the
underlying incentive behind nuclear power. New Hamp
shire has the hi ghest electric rates in the country and
P.S.C. admits they will not decrease. Nuclear power
is cheaper than other sources only in terms of per
kilowatt hour generating costs. They are the most
expensive plants to construct (P.S.C. lias had to
raise its rates to pay for construction costs), and the
continu ally rising price of uranium (from $8 tb $40
per pound in two years) will have to be shouldered
by the consumer. After the initial rhulti-billion
dollar outlay, nuclear plants can only operate for
forty years before they must be decornmisioned,
a process which Science and Engineer ing News
estimates at 45% of the original construction cost
Only throu gh expansion can power companies increase
their profits. The threat of consumer conservation is
very frightening \o them.
All of us have a great deal to lose by the continued
proliferation of nuclear power. Central Maine Power
Co. foirsees three -or four more "nukes" in Maine's
immediate fu ture, The battle being waged in Seabrook,
citizens vs. corporate power, will have profound
effects on the entire nation and quite possibly the
rest of the world. What is at stak e isthe right of
people to decide their own destinies and most importantly the right of a pedple to act in defense of
themselves and their environment. On Oct. 23, the
Clamshell Alliance will hold its next rally in Sqabrbbk. Join us as we declare to the world with malice
to none,' "the Seabrook Nuke will not be built!"
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CO LBY OUTING CLUB ' UPCOMING EVENTS
Oct 6-Oct 18
OCt 8-9
Oct 9-10
Octf 15-17
Oct 16
;V
OttiMi S
Oct 19
N<j!&;:10 ¦'
;( ' •;¦ .
Nov.; 13
Nov; 15

EMS bulk order sale
Woodsma n 's Meet at Paul Smith 's College
-BigelowMt fall foliage tri p
Camping & hiking at Acadia (tentative )
Enjoy the Belgrades : canoeing,
biking, cookou t, camp fire & overnig ht
at the CO C Lodge (tentat ive)
Trail Maintenance Trip
Slide Show by & for members v
General Meeting, film showing
to be announced .
Square Dance (tentative )
Filmylecture by David ja rdin
New Zealand Adveritu #£
OUTWA RD BOUNB2 .2

The Dartmouth Outward Bound Center Sponsors
a Winterim Outward Bound program- frdftt- Janiiary
7 to 28, 1977. A represe ntativ e from Dartmouth
Outward Bound will be on campus October 14
(Thu rsday) Co show a film, give infomttHibn and aiiswer
questions about the program. The meeting will
be in the Audio-Visual Room, 207C Muleir Library,
at 7:30 p.m..
AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM
The American Studies Program at Colby College
has been awarded a grant from the Ford Venture
Fund to experiment with a program of short courses
in areas not covered in the present curricul um.7
The courses , designed to be offered for three to
four weeks, -will cover such areas as Afro-American
studies , women 's studies , film and film making,
American material culture , American studies methodology, history of social reform in America , and
contemporary social criticism. .
The courses will carry academic credit and will
bring visiting lecturers and artists for campu s visits.
Prof. Patrick Brancaccio of the English dept is
project director.
GRANTS
Walker Scholarshi p and French Government
Scholarshi p Fund Grants are made by the Committee
on Forei gn Stud y and Student Exchange programs.
Application forms can be obtained from Professor
Cauz, 329 Lovejoy, or from Mr *. Doris Downing,
205 Eu stis, and must be hande d in prior to stated
deadlines ,
Awards will be made only to students who .
demonstra te need , as determined by the Financial .
Ai^ offi ce.
Subje ct to demonstr ated heed students will be
selected on the basis of their academic qualifications
and of the promis e they show to profit from the "
experience. Competence in the appropriate language
the exact level of which depends upon
k required,
|»
l^, rogrann the student undertake n ; ,
^?" referenc e will be given to stude nt !erf junior
stand ing, tb stud ents who have not previously received a gran t, and (for Walker Grants ) to students
who have had little or no experience in living and
traveling in Latin America. Freshmen are not eligible.
Upon return all students who have receive d a
gran t will be expected to file with the Chairma n
of the Committe e a state ment of their accomplishments and a summary of the expenses they incurred.
Wilker Scholarship Grants Availabl e for 1976-1977
/
Gxants for J an Plan Programs , 1977.
DcmdJine for applications ! October 15,1976. Students
must have app roved J an Plan in Latin America.
I^ch Government Scholarship Fund
SliriaU amoun t available for projects .related to French
, during the J anuary Pro gram or the summer.
studio
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LOST & FOUND
1 Silver medallion found at fieldhouse. "St Christopher protect us" (on front ) engraveo} on back.
1 blue-grey sweater , size Large. Found on Coburn lawn.
If-yours contact J eff Sanderson , Coburn Apt , ext 235.

Sunday night, October 10. Synchronized Swimming
Group 7:00PM at Colby Po ol. No fee. All who are:
interested are welcome.

UNDER EXAMS
¦"
¦
"
Mathematicians and Linguists':
-'• ' ' ' • '
The 1976 Professional Ojialificatiott test for
qualif ying for a carter with the NATI ONAL/ SECURITY
AGENCY will be sp on. Deadline for Nov. 20, 1976
test is Nov. 6, 1976. See secretary in Career Counselin g
Office for registration forms. :- ...
:
Sophmores and J uniors:
Tonigfit; October 7, at 6:30 there will be an allpurpose Career Planning, session in Lovejoy 100.
;
All facets of the Career Counseli ng program at Colby
will be discussed and specific questions will be answered.
Selected workshops on resume writin g and interviewj igwill be held at a later date. Seniors , if you missed
Monday 's session, come tonight!

STU-A FI LMS PRESENTS "SLEUTH"
r
An intri guing mystery starring Laurence Olivier
and Michael Caihe. Sunday October 10th. 7PM and
9:30 PM. Lovejoy 100 $.75.
DEBATING IS BACK AT COLBY!»
i

We 're a newly organized group of students interested in re-establishing a. debatin g society at Colby.
Learn to express yourself and your ideas more clearl y
in a short amount of time. No experience necessary.
Call Mark Gorman at ext 310 for deta ils.
ELDERL Y SLIDE SHOW
The position of the elderl y in our society is an
issue which has recentl y been brought to the forefront
with revelations of nursing home scandals , as well as
continuing debates about mercy killing and social
security. Mr. J ohn Kerry, can didate for Sate Legislatur e, will present a talk and slide show entitled "What
About the Elderly: A Re-evadu ation of their Position
in Today 's Society " on Mon day, Oct 11, at 7:00 pm,
in th e Mary Low Lounge. The Newman Community
cordially invites y out to come. Refreshments will be
served.
HILLE L ACTIVITIES
Officers for 1976-77 are Mimi Brods ky and Robin
Yorks, Co-Pr esident , Larry Isaacson , Secretary, and
Alice Domar , Treasurer. They cordiall y invite all
J ewish faculty members and students who wish to
be included in the mailing list to send their name to
Mr. Larry Isaacson , 3 06 Leonard. The official voice
of J udaism on campus , Hillel is open to J ewislutudents and others interested in Judaism . Program suggestions are especially welcome at this time prior to the
prepa ration of the claendar of events for 1976-1977
Int erested faclty and students are cordiall y invited
to attend the following activities scheduled for
October:
Friday, Oct. 15 "Wine & Cheese " Discussi on hou r on
"Jewish American W riters of Literature " J eff Gottes- .
f eld , speaker , 4PM, Chapel Lou nge.
F riday, Oct 22 "Wine & Cheese " discussion Hour oh
'Israel " Colby students , speakers , 4PM , Chapel Lounge.
Sunday, Oct. , 31 Conversation with Prof , J aime .
Hcrszenhorn on "Growing up J ewish in Bolivia "
10s 30AM Leonard Lounge ,

I
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"BORROW- A-BABY "
" call Kathleen Keegan

"
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J WANTED: Babysitter - on campus.
¦
'
¦ ' ¦: '
; '
i
|$1.00 per hour , Monda ys and Wednesdays. 1:00 p.m.
|to 5 :45 p.m., for 8 months old child , for 6 weeks,
jstarting Monday, September 27. Call ext. 227 between
|8;30 a.m. and noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

j-

" * ?..* *

1 Red Apple Orchard needs apple-p ickers at any or
•all hours of the week. 35 cents7bushel or about
* $3.00/hour. Must suppl y own transportation.
\. .
I Part time careta ker-hel p ing to mow lawns and clip
Jgra ss in a cemetery at Belgrade. Salary: $2.00/hour.
I Need own transportatio n.
, . ¦¥ ¦* *,*

I

j
¦ Weekend job on the country-side child cjprej
¦woodsplitting, carpentry, househol d hel p (any combina
¦tion) During the week, child care on campus after:
¦noons. Salary negotiable... ,'
¦
>
* # ¥¦ *
I
¦ Part time Transporter for Radiology Dept (move
¦patients from rooms to radiology and back) at
¦Waterville Osteopath ic Hospital. Salary $2.50/hour.
¦(weekends in the mornin g)
,. * *¥ ¦ *
I
I» Part time housekeep ing Aide-general cleaning
I in the Operating Room Area , at ' the Waterville
I Osteopathic Hospital Salar y $2.50/hr. (weekends
I in the evenings)

I

¦

¦<- • "

. * # * .* :
r For Sale: Stationary and Cards.
[ Call or see Liz Barrett , X 530, 374 Mary Low
I

|
I

, :

* * * *

¦

|LOST : one black leather wallet in vicinity of campus
|pu b. Please return to Chris Mellon , ext 351.

.

j

****

|FRISBEE: all interested in joining a Colby ultimate
[ team call Roaring Fork or ¦Shoveling¦ Spoon at 873-5801
¦ '¦
- 2
. ¦ 2
I
¦
' ¦ ¦ ¦ - . : ¦ " - ¦ : ¦ ¦ ¦:
I .
: ,
I LOST : One silver Cross pen between MaryLow and
I Miller Library about one week ago. If found please
Ext.
I call
¦ ¦ 529, ask for Vicky J oh nson.
'¦
¦
¦ ' ¦;
¦
I •:.
,; : ¦
i
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I NI GHTCRAWLERS will be forced to shut down if
I the theft of their food supp lies Monday ni ght is
j repeated , This is a studen t run operation , Stealing
from NIGH TCRAWLERS will noly serve to deprive
JI
the students of a much neede d service, Return of the
I stolen meat and produce would be appreciated /

Lef t

"We must eliminate waste in the nongovernmantai
economy. This means, particularly, action against
the waste and harm which the automobile as aoi institution causes in our economy and in our cultu re... •
"We do not need a revolution of rising expectations. We need one of moderating expectations - - and
of responsible m anagement of the economy."
- - Eugene McCarthy, THE HARD YEARS (The
Viking Press, 1975), pp. 163 - 4.

of

Center
on

GUN CONTRO L
The Second Amendment provides that "the right
of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed. *' In my judgment, this means that some gun control proposals raise constitutional questionswhich should be resolved by the courts.
I beli-eve, however, that the following steps are both
constitutional and necessary to protect American
citizens against violence:
1. All guns should be registered, with re - registration mandatory when ownership changes. Those who
own guns should accept responsibility for their use - in the same way that automobile owners accept responsibility
through registration of their cars.
2. Laws which establish conditions for the purchase of
guns - - for example, laws forbidding sale to persons
who are under 18, to the mentally unstable, and to persons
with felony records - - should be strictly enforced.
3. Those who sell heavy ammunition should be
required to keep records of each sale.
4. There should be heavy penalties for the carrying
of concealed weapons. In a sense, the old Western
habit of packing a pistol on one's hip was safer to
non-gun owners than the current practice of carrying
concealed weapons. Persons who do not carry guns
should have fair warning abou t those who do.

b eing
l ib e r al
-Dave Linsky

Political observers throughout the country have
p roclaimed 1976 as the year the Liberals died. Some "~
claim that the death occurred as with the dinosaur's:
that the creatures expired because of their inability to
adapt to the surroundings and as some point out, due
'- "
to their miniscule brains.
This is," h owever, a complete and dangerous misconception. The observers who are the first to point out
the disastrous failure of McGovern in 1972 and Carter's
rise in 1976 are also the first to forget the tyranny of
Watergate and the tragedy of Southeast Asia. Some
claim that the American public has grown disenchanted
with free spending programs and Big Government
and therefore are turning more conservative and will
frown on liberal candidates at the polls. They claim
that we can no longer tolerate busing or abortion or
welfare. They are all wrong.
"Then why do we not have a 'Liberal' running for
president?", they ask. "Why is Jimmy Carter the
Democratic nominee, and' not Morris Udall, Birch Bayh,
or someone else moje liberal?" I offer a b rief explanation.
.- _ ¦ 2 .. . y
The debacle of 1972 scared a great many of us.
We did not want to be burdened with providing the
country with another Richard Nixon, so many
liberals stayed out of primary politics this year and
others hopped on the Carter bandwagon. Most have
joined the Carter camp by now, realizing that this
is a chance to elect someone with at least a hint of
a leftward bend. Some may be disenchanted with the
Democratic nominee, but most will be happy to have
a nominee that will be able to work with a Democraticall
controlled Congress.
Some, of course, are sitting_pu t 1976 altogether
and a few will join Gene McCarthy's independent,
if quixotic campaign. But a great many are turning
their political energy in other directions to prove
their Liberal consciousness. Ted Kennedy 's smashing
victory in the'Massachusetts primary, the referenda
drives on gun control, public p ower, graduated
income tax and others in that state, Join. Tunney's
campaign in California, Don Riegle's senatorial campaign in Michigan and various others throughou t the
cou n try are all receiving substantial support.
Basically what has happened then, is that liberals have
not died, they have j ust become more pragmatic this
year and are turning their attention to candidates
with that key attribu te - electability. They are aiding
referenda drives in their own states to make concrete
gains working on state and local campaigns. Liberals
have not die d out or even become endangered.
They 're just becoming, less obvious, maybe a little
more pragmatic, and definitely alot smarter.
.
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McC ar thy

- -Statement by Eugene McCarthy, Washington DC,
March 17, 1976.

on

the

MARIJUANA
"You don 't have to be in favor of mariju ana; you
just simply look at the social realities. It's a little like
prohibition. I have sort of an easy answer, which says
that there should be a warning on the package that
says it doesn 't cause cancer. You decriminalize. I
think what has been done by way of punishing people,
putting them in prison and so on in the case of
marijuana is inexcusable. It's barbaric."
—Rem arks by Eugene McCarthy at Religion
and the Presidency Conference, Washington DC,
Janu ary 19, 1976.

iss u es
THE ECONOMY
"After each recession, there is a tendency to accept
a higher rate of unemployment. We used not to accept
anything over 4%; but some economists now question
if we can tolerate a rate of 6% or more unemployed. The question is: Who can tolerate it? Perh aps
the employed can, and perhaps the government can.
But the unemp loyed cannot.... We must redistribu te
work by shortening the work week or the work yeah
We can use tax incentives for industry to spread employment in this way. Widi proper incentives for industry to
be possible to create several million more jobs - - for
example, by shortening the work week from 40 to 35
hours ¦
-yet still assure approximately the same wages
for those who aee already employed."
- -Eugene M cCarthy, Remarks Prepared for
Speech in Washington DC , June 24, 1975.
* At least eight things should be done to provide
both short - term and long • term improvement of
tlie econ omy:
"We should have limited and conditional wage/
price controls.
"We should have selective credit controls, so that
the limited supply of credit will be directed to meet
social needs and to relieve the most critical inflationary
pressures.
"We should have selective excise taxes to discou rage
wasteful production and consumption.
"Proven devices such as investment credit and
accelerated depreciation should be used selectivel y.
"The Federal Reserve Board should be made at
least partially"su bject to Treasury policy...
"We should eliminate unnecessary expenditures in
tlie military budget,,.
We should reduce spending in some other areas,
such as the spa ce program and the highway - building
program ,
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Tucs , College Nite $1.50 with ID

An d y P r a t J

F rid a y Nig h t ? P i a n i s t

J ames Montgomery and many others have recorded
much of their best work.
Andy Pratt first came to the public 's attention
when he recorded his "demo " tape of a song called
"Avenging Annie" and gave it to WBUR radio -at 'Brown University. Within a few months, the song
had become a nationwide underground hit Soon
Pratt had a recording contract and a national tour
was attempted. Problems developed in the con text
of that particular band and the tour was soon shelved,
with Pratt retreating back to the studio.
In late '75 Andy began the process of making
an album, produced by Arif Mardin, producer of
the Average White Band. The album was entitled
"Resolution" and it recieved a warm welcome in
the world of music. Critical aclaim for the album was
so significant that Rolling Stone put And y Pratt
on the cover of a recent issue, and did a feature that
described the music in glowing terms.
See And y Pratt, in person, at the Loft in Portland
for $4.50 a head, or check out the Coffeehouse in
Roberts, Friday night for $2.50 per person.

This Friday at the Coffeehouse in Roberts' Loft ,
Nemperor/Atlantic recording artist Andy Pratt will
perform his u nique brand of rock in the first concert
of the full Coffeeh ouse season.
Pratt, a veteran artist from Cambridge Mass.,
with 3 records to his credit, will perform with his five
piece band that includes several studio musicians
of well known virtuosity.
Andy Pratt has recently emerged as a mature and
articulate rock stylist. His p iano playing and songwriting have been honored by his years of playing
to allow an extrordinarily versatile show.
Since he started playing professionall y (at age
l6\The has progressed from early 5 0's style guitar
playing, though a shortlived "Boss Town Sound"
recording contract with M.G.M records, to a more
comfortable style which allows a personal message
to ring clearly at the heart of his music.
And y Pratt has been heavily involved with other
aspects of recording ; he is one of the founders of
Aengus studios, where Peter Yarrow, Aerosmith
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collegia te cross word

Stud ent

On C om pus

If !_J_£ _______ __^ ______* ______* ^__*

ACROSS
1 Lower back
11 Highest point

15 Fear of Heights
16 Discomfort
17 Circus performer
(pi.)
18 Mass.
of Tech.
19 Part of wedding
ceremony (pi.)
20 German city
22 — Scully
23 Never:Ger.
24 Type of soup
26 Sweetsop
28 Man 's name
30 John or Jane
31 Medicinal
substances
33 One named after
another
35 Rests
37 Italian coin
38 Hugh Hefner bunny
42 Hard worker
46 Poetic term
47 Advertisements
(slang)
4 9 Alaskan ci ty
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Students offered some surprises on other issues, too.
Although both politicians and the general public axe busy
denouncing Big Government, students say they wantmore
Government intervention in almost every area of life, particularly in enforcement of pollution laws.
Seventy percent favor hand-gun control, and almost half
want to restore tlie death penalty. Students generally favor
stricter laws, heavier penalties and mandatory therapy for
hard-drug users. (Only marijuana and alcohol escape this
' ,
prohibitioa )
^
Almost all students (94 percent) support equal economic
and p olit ical righ t s f or women , whil e 79 percen t opp ose
any move to restrict women 's rights to abortion. In fact,
percent of Catholic students questioned oppose the socalled right-to-lifeamendmentOnly 58 percent of those polled were optimistic about
the future. Seventy-five percentagree that therehas been
a shift toward conservatism amoung students, yet judging
from the statistics, most students liave a different definition of conservative. It appears diat tlie New Morality of ''
the Sixties lias become the dominant moral code of the
,
Seventies.

Collegiate CW76-32

50 Florida resort
city
52 Play on words
53 Fuel
54 1965- baseball MVP
57 Famous shi p

58

. -

/

The 1976 Playboy StudentSurveys reveals that although
college women are becoming more sexually active, the percentage of male virgins on campus is rising. In the 1970
Playboy survey, 49 precent of female students graduated
with more than their brains intact, but by 1976, this figure
had dropped to 26 percent Yet, in the same period, tlie
percentage of male virgins rose from 18 to 26 percent.
This pari ty indicates the end of the double standard , observes Playboy-novj women can, if they want to, while
men don 'thave to.
In spite of the fact that many students look upon college
is a kind of sexual testinggound, conservatives need not
fear that the increase in campus sexual activity is another
sign that our moral fabric is unwinding.A full 60 percent
of students disagree strongly with the statement "!hope
to have an open marriage which would include extra- .
marital sex." Another 57 percent disagree strongly with
the statement "I'm not interested in marrying. I hope to
have a varied sex life, induding a number of affairs, ''

© Edward Julius , 1976

Poll -

Japanese War

59 Flemish
61 Okjahoman dty

62 Expect
63 Moslem potentates
64 Abstainer

DOWN

1 Aids to di gestion
2 Sourness
3 Crosby , e.g.
4 Swoboda and Hunt
5 Make a choice
6 If — a hammer
7 Arthur Miller
family

8 Spanish or

Portuguese
9 U, S. Military
decoration

10 Peagy ——
11 Rel ating to bees

12 G. B. Shaw play

13 Recognized
incorrectly
14 Common suffix
21 Bullfighter
25 Born
27 Eastern group of
colleges (abbr.)
28 "Such
for the
course "
29 Leaves out
32 Argentine plains
34 Spahn 's teammate
36 Part of an
Intersection
38 Go to
39 Going away
40 Region of Asia
Minor
41 Try to equal or
surpass
43 Sound
44 Come forth
45 Secondhand dealer
48 12J* cents
51 Urges
55 Malay law
56 Brazilian heron
57 Palm drink
58 Body of water
60 Ignited'

WANTED
\

Fast and effi cien t typ ists to work for ECHO, at least
60 wpm. Meet in teres ting people, get first hand

?
MAIRCUTTING

view of earth shaking news!! Apply now!

| M AURICE 'S
MARKET
Wlm St.

|
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ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Pizza .
Italian-Do gwood
Tuna & Roast Beef
,
Sandwiches

,

\\. Sun - Thurs.

j | 8:30-UiOO
I .»^*^ JMM>A»
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872.6481

\
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']
Imported Cheese
& Ham
<
Ice Cubes-Beer-Ale
Wine
!
Fri it Sat

8 *30-12x00

THE VILLAG E BARBERS
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